Is it Concave or convex
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The black dia’s present the spoken text
Hello, Thank you for coming here to listen to
my presentation.
 My name is Paulus den Boer and I am pleased
to be able to give this talk here today.
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Velomobiles in
traffic




6th Velomobile seminar
Copenhagen
16 october 2009
How to improve
your own safety

By Paulus den Boer
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I am a carpenter, living and working in Zwolle, The
Netherlands. I ride recumbents since the early eighties.
The last 8 years I am mostly riding velomobiles. I use them for
almost all my transports.
In the first part of my presentation I will explain my choice for
riding a velomobile and my background
Further on I will go a bit deeper into the safety aspects of
Velomobiles, especially those related to visibility: see and be
seen.
If you have questions, I would like you to keep them to the end
of my talk for some discussion.
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Introduction
Paulus den Boer,

Zwolle, the Netherlands.





1)
2)

Carpenter
Father (one boy-19-)
Recumbent since 1980
Velomobile since 2001
Why a velomobile
Safety aspects of
visibility
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I used to ride to work with a car that I shared
with another person. He used it in the
weekend, I on working days. But when the car
broke down and my mate stopped I had to
make a decision: do I spend money to fix it?
Or do I replace it with another car or…..
 It was a tempting moment to change all
transport to cycling. But would I manage to
cycle also on dark, wet and cold days?
 On an open bike you are always exposed to the
elements.
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From car to Velomobile




Starting with shared
car
Broken car:
alternatives
• Fix it
• Replace it
• Change transport
type



Cycling distance but:
• What about rain?
• What about
darkness?
• What about cold?
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If you don’t want to ride an open bike, a velomobile
can be the answer. The first series of velomobiles in
the Netherlands was a set of 25 Alleweders made in
1992. One of these I could buy second hand. A good
opportunity to see whether riding in such a thing was
suiting me.
This old Alleweder – nick named “the potato” –
already had been technically updated. But due to joyriding by a bunch of vandals, the looks where
horrible. It fully deserved the name “potato”. This
was not the looks I would enjoy riding in, so I
decided to pimp it completely: nothing better than
riding a good looking bike!
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“The Potato”







2nd hand Alleweder
First series but
upgraded
Looks suffered from
joy-riding
Pimping for fun

“The Potato” 2001
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With a lot of work on the body and the great help of
Harry Gijsman for doing the paint work, the Potato
had a total makeover making it the Appelweder,
referring to the inspiration of the Dutch painter Karel
Appel.
Here you see it as it was straight after the paint job.
The concept of riding a velomobile did suit me
remarkable well . So well, that later on the
Appelweder was replaced first by a second hand
Quest and later twice a new Quest. Using the
velomobile for almost all my transport, I drove
velomobiles for over 100 thousand km so far.
It even would have brought me here in Denmark, if I
didn’t have to take the train due to lack of spare time
…
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becomes “The Appelweder”
Inspired by the
painter
Karel Appel.
Paintwork by
Harry Gijsman. &
myself
Velomobile for
total transport
The appelweder, 2001
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As a Velomobilist I heard repeatedly remarks about so-called poor visibility.
These remarks are often followed by the suggestion to mount a flag and other items to
raise awareness in traffic.
It is a bit strange that riding in an object of nearly one metre wide, a metre high and
more than two metres long you are not seen but with something like a flag you would.
You are also regularly accused of being dangerous – instead of the fast moving cars
that weigh far over 1000 kg
But since I am a kind man and eager to listen to advice, I mounted a flag on my first
(recumbent) bike. Until I had a similar discussion and a car-driver told me that I
should have a flag…. Which I already had! So as soon as I was home again, the flag
was taken of definitively.
Thinking about flags, there are several reasons why I don’t like them. But you have to
decide for yourself whether you keep them or not:
Flags make noise, a lot of noise
Flags sweep dangerously around and you can easily imagine what happens if the flag
pole hits someone in the eye
At least in The Netherlands, flags are associated with children. This is dangerous,
because children ride slow, very slow compared to me on my recumbent or in my
velomobile
It is amazing how high the drag resistance of a flag pole is. Of course you can reduce
this (and the sweeping action) by taking a shorter pole, but what is then the point
anyway?
Only in a very limited number of situations you will see the flag before you see the
whole bike. This means that in most circumstances, the flag only gives a false sense of
visibility.
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You should mount a flag!!!
So I did untill….
Flags have disadvantages:
1. It makes noise,
2. It sweeps dangerously
3. Associates with a child
4. High drag resistance
5. False sense of visibility
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Although I have removed the flag from my bike
and never put one up again, other people do have
a flag on their bikes. Here you see Nico van Laar
in his Alleweder. But be honest: what do you see
first: Nico or his flag?
 Well, I can tell you why a grumpy old man like
me doesn’t like a flag or certain other safety
features, but it is more interesting to learn
something about the background of seeing and
being seen.
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What do you spot
first: Nico van
Laar or the Flag
on his bike?
In stead of
disliking certain
safety
features: look
at this movie
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Just Be Aware

Look for two minutes at this movie
Figure out: “Whodunnit”
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ubNF9QNEQLA
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….. So, who did it??


First time viewers
• What changed?
• Where?
• When?



Second time viewers

• Grabbed it immediately?



Similar experience:

• Directions asking person switch
• Examples of fooling the brain



(derren Brown)

You can look also http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vBPG_OBgTWg
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So in the previous example we have seen that looking, observing
and seeing are not as straight forward as you would think. But
people usually find it difficult to admit that they just didn’t look
well enough and they quite often hide behind some silly
excuses: SMIDSY or SEP.






A Smidsy stands for “Sorry Mate, I Didn’t See Yah” and is used
after a traffic-accidents where a car driver just overlooked a
motorcyclist. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SMIDSY
A Smidsy is a way of rejecting your own responsibility.
Very related is the S.E.P. or Someone Elses Problem. Hereby
the brain filters important parts of information away where it is
important for the group, but not particular for the individual.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Somebody_Else's_Problem
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Silly excuses


SMIDSY



SEP

•
•
•
•
•
•

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SMIDSY

S orry
M ate,
I
D idn’t
S ee
Y ah

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Somebody_Else’s_Problem

• S omeone
• E lses
• P roblem
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There are numerous examples like these all
telling the same story: your brain is not always
showing what there is to be seen.
 It is clear that although you have the impression
that you have a complete picture of the world
around you, in reality your brain is fooling
you. You see fragments only and the brain
stitches them together to make a complete
picture. The brain fills all the gaps in between
the real observations with what it expects to be
there, not necessarily what is there. Here comes
an example to make this visible
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Bits and Pieces


Fooled by your own brain.

• Stitching a picture
• Making up the gaps
• Like a deaf person hearing parts of conversations



Fractions of reality

• Like segmented insect eyes
• Complementing with sound and smell
• Filling gaps from memory



Useful behaviour, but
•
•
•
•

Misleading at times
Focus on known things only
Alcohol makes it worse
… or using a mobile phone
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Well, what is written here:……………
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It i j t li e a deaf rson th t he rs par
of a onversa ion and ill in t e bit he did
not hea , but gue es w at as been sai .
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This makes more sense (I hope…..)
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It i j t li e a deaf rson th t he rs par
of a onversa ion and ill in t e bit he did
not hea , but gue es w at as been sai .

It is just like a deaf person that hears
part of a conversation and fills in the
bits he did not hear, but guesses what
has been said.
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People only observe fractions of reality and make a complete
picture by drawing the lines between the dots. Your brain does
so by adding bits from your memory, including sounds and
even smells that are not actually there! People tend to see what
they expect to see, ignoring bits that the brain considers
irrelevant or can’t recognise.
This behaviour is beneficial in general, because it makes the
brain working much more efficient than if it would observe and
analyse all bits of information entering from the eyes, ears and
nose. But we have to know this and learn from it. It becomes
misleading if important facts are incorrectly ignored. This
becomes more evident while the brain tends to focus on the
items it already knows, thus ignoring bits that are not
recognized.
This “filling in the gaps” happens more and more if the brain is
occupied with other tasks - like talking on the mobile phone –
or is working less well, for example due to tiredness or alcohol
consumption.
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To be or not to be

•

Important phenomenon
Eye contact is no guarantee
Unknown makes unseen
Risk highest in peripheral sight

•

Knowing the problem > Solving the problem

•
•
•
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So it is not a question of increasing our absolute visibility, but to
raise the awareness of other people and break the filter rules.
I don’t have to explain that this will become more important the
more the sight becomes less, due to a bright sun ahead, or
rainy/foggy/dark circumstances.
Most velomobiles are big and in bright colours. Although this
helps for absolute visibility, it is limited in its effect on breaking
the filter rules. The height of velomobiles is also not directly a
benefit for visibility. What we need are magic tricks to maximise
observation.
We will consider some possibilities. The best way to be noticed
in the peripheral view is to be seen as a moving object. Also in
the rain, fog and dark surroundings. Fog especially asks for much
contrast, combined with reflective parts and lights for those
circumstances.
Under all dark conditions a proper head- and taillight are obvious,
but you can't rely heavily on it under brighter conditions, since
daylight is normally too bright for the bike lights to be seen,
whatever bright these are
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Indeed, to be (observed)
•

Don’t increase visibility but:
• Reduce filtering
• Increase awareness

•
•
•
•
•

Big isn’t better
Bright is not always better
Lights may help
in dark or misty conditions
Magic required!
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grey velomobiles fade away in fog and rain
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Just some examples of monocolored Velomobiles

Grey mice
will disappear
soon in the dark,
fog or rain…….
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white velomobiles fade away in snow
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Quest 099

White is a good colour in
nature, but with snow or fog…
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red velomobiles fade away in dark
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Red fades out first in darkness
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Is Yellow the best color over all?
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Yellow is used a lot
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So big and bright coloured seems not enough. Time
to pimp our bikes not only for the fun of having a
great looking bike, but to increase its observation
profile to other people in traffic at the same time.
There is a number of things you can do:





Use bright colours, but also add contrast (you’ll see
examples later)
Add reflection and use proper lights for the hours of
darkness or for riding under poor visibility conditions
Have 2 mirrors and take control of the surroundings
yourself
Have a good sense of humour
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Pimp your bike!!
It’s not absolute visibility but
-raise awareness
-break the filter rules





Use bright colours and contrast.
reflective parts and lights for dark
circumstances. Front/tail/brake/indicators
2 mirrors and good sense of humour
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Falling outside the filter rules is a big part of the
problem of not being seen. So if you don’t want to “be
filtered”, make sure you fit the rules and decorate your
bike in a way it triggers a “known” in the brain of the
observer.
Here is the example of Kees van Malssen’s Quest 119.
The characteristic black spots of a Frisian Cow makes
that for a lot of people, it transforms from an unknown
object (which you filter out) to “a cow” which you do
actually observe. However, the English traffic scientist
Ian Walker considers the simple added contrast already
a big improvement and he is not sure whether the cowresemblance makes the difference.



In the following slides you will have several more
examples of increasing awareness by pimping the bike.
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Theme-velomobiles





Reflect known objects:
Frisian Cows gives a dramatic increase in awareness
over a full white VM. (Quest 119, Kees van Malssen)
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Contrast will make a difference !!



Here you see some examples of theme-velo’s
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Contrast, contrast, contrast
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and off course a view of my theme-velo:
Quesjer
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Here you can see “Quesjer”



Lots of contrast in bright colours: Traffic-yellow and
traffic-blue with some reflective parts on it
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Here you can see what reflection will do in the
dark, but only if there is a light-source coming
from the viewer…..
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Here you can see what
retroreflection can do for you



But this only will
work if there is
another lightsource
out there
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Especially in the hours of darkness and under poor visibility conditions,
lights on your bike can make a big difference.
Lights can be divided in two categories: to see and to be seen.
To see you need a proper head-light. Recently the development of high
power LED headlights, in combination with well designed reflectors, has
made good bike lights available to all.
A good reflector not only maximises the available amount of light on the
road, it also avoids blinding oncoming traffic.
often these modern headlights are battery operated, but some can (only?)
be powered by a dynamo as well. Some people take “being able to see” to
the extreme by putting a whole string of lights on their bikes: normal headlight, extra power headlight, fog light and side-lights. Probably your
batteries won’t last that long if they are all lit at the same time, where one
of the added benefits of the modern LED lights is their long battery life.
To be seen you do not need that much power, but you do need them at
different positions on your bike. A good head light is easily seen, as will a
proper tail light. Not compulsory but very convenient is the use of
indicators and brake lights. Remember that people don’t expect the
extreme braking power some velomobile riders apply.
Off course, you can make a Christmas-tree from your bike but to me it
seems like overkill.
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Lights to see

• Modern Highpower LED
• Proper reflector
• Battery/Dynamodriven



Ligts to be seen
•
•
•
•

Headlights
Tail lights
Indicators
Braking lights
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headlights






Just search for the light sources that enhance safety, so
look carefully to the automobile-industry. Also use the
expectation of traffic. (No red light pointing
forward….., orange/amber indicators etc.)
Nowadays it seems enough to implement some LED’s
just squeezing out of the body-surface. A 6mm. hole
will do….. For the headlight you need a proper
reflector to avoid blinding, and spread the beam where
you need light. Broad enough and bright enough to
coop with your needs.
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Lights……
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indicators
On a normal bike you use your arm as indicator. In a
nVelomobile this becomes harder to see. On a majority of
modern velomobiles, therefore the indicator lights are standard
or optional. Because of the combination of long lasting and low
power consumption, power-LED’s are the recommended
choice.
However, these indicator lights are commonly present at the
sides of the bike only. This works well for crossing traffic, but
to assist oncoming and trailing traffic, I do recommend to
incorporate them in the mirror-caps as well, which is a nice
high point, but also serves a very wide angle which covers also
the other side. This will improve the angle from roughly 170 to
300 degrees visibility. This becomes important in several
traffic-situations.
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Indicators





Indicators becoming standard/optional
Mostly side mounted
Recommended top/mirror mounting too.
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rear and braking lights
Even among Velomobilists head-tail-collisions do
occur, especially when riding in groups. Since the
driver is fully enclosed, there is no body language
giving the signal (by stopping pedal-motion) that he or
she will start braking. This makes a braking light
essential and a safety device for group rides. It also is
important in daily traffic.
Together with Wilfred van Norel we did build those
lights ourselves, based on a red Power-Led and some
cheap electronics. Costs around 15 euro all together.
Nowadays even standard with Velomobiel.nl.
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Rear and braking-lights


How can you see braking early?
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Enough about visibility.
Are there other ways to make people around us aware of our
presence?
Indeed: make noise!
On the Dutch recumbent mailinglist there has been plenty
discussions dealing with this issue. What to use? A regular
cycling bell? A car-horn? Your voice or some kind of
electronic device?
It is clear that some kind of noise making can actually
contribute to road safety. Which to choose is difficult to say,
since it depends a lot on the actual situation as well as the
common culture in the country you are riding.
So pick one (or more), but use them wisely and stay a
gentleman in traffic
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Beep-Beep








Cycling bell
Car horn
Air Sound
Electronic device
Or…

Anyway: Try to
leave a smile
behind you…..
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Regulations in Europe
Carl Georg asked me to give an overview of the laws,
regulations and exceptions in them comparing to
velomobiles.
This was too complex to finish now, but I’m working
on it. The results will become available on internet
over time at the dutch recumbent-site
www.ligfiets.net :
http://downloads.ligfiets.net/ligfietsnet/velomobile_ru
les.pdf
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Compare regulations in EU






Carl Georg asked me to give an overview of
the laws, regulations and exceptions in
them comparing to velomobiles.
This was too complex to finish now, but i’m
working on it. The results will become
available on internet over some time at this
spot:
http://downloads.ligfiets.net/ligfietsnet/velomobile_rules.pdf
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These are ideas built upon my biking
experience, mostly in The Netherlands, but
also in Belgium, France, Germany, Finland
and England. And of course “some” debates
and discussions with fellow cyclists and car
drivers.



Now we are at the end of my presentation.
I hope you enjoyed it.
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These are just my ideas….


Thanks



Time for discussion



quest212@gmail.com
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